
 
 

Ironmate recommendations for BallBuster Duathlon  
 
Preparation 
Wear a thin layer, head to toes, ideally with a zip to avoid getting hot; if you sweat too much on 
the first run you will chill on the bike and never get warm again. 
Either running gloves or cycle mitts over the top; caution thin running gloves can be slippery when 
cycling as they have no grip. The weather can change during this 3 hour competition have a spare 
hat for second run if you are cold. 
Wear a gillet for the cycle it may take 20 seconds to put it on but you will keep warm on the down 
hills. You will lose a lot less energy when warm and your performance will be much better.  
Tip - use a large split ring (from key ring) attached to zip for easy zipping up and down; this not 
only helps in transition but also during the cycle to keep a constant temperature.  
Even past winners have put warm tops on. 
Consider having two pairs of running shoes – if it rains you will have a nice clean dry pair for 
second run. Choose good support shoes so your legs are not sore from the downhill running 
otherwise your sore thighs will affect your bike effort as well as the 2nd run - worth the extra 
weight in protection. Good quality socks will keep your feet warm on bike. 
 
8 mile run – 24 mile bike -  8 mile run 
First 8 mile run 
The first run starts at the top of the hill, undulates, then drops down before climbing with sharp 
hairpin bend half way up.  
Avoid the tendency to go too fast. Try and drop hands and relax shoulders before the 1 mile climb 
to the transition. Driving your arms hard all the way to the transition 1 will cause tightness in the 
shoulders; this importantly will then make it uncomfortable on the triathlon bars or brake levers 
once on bike. When running look out for slippery surfaces such as leaves, grease etc. If you find it 
slippery running, then it will be slippery cycling! So be careful on the bike, do not brake sharply as 
sudden actions can lead to accidents. 
Take the first run easy or if unable to judge pace, ease back at bottom of final climb approx 1.3 
miles. 
24-mile cycle 
The bike course is more technical than it first appears. The fast sections can be busy as the race 
always has a full field. Try and drive the 8 mile circuit at your cycle speed to judge the corners. 
The first hill is always taken too hard. You want to pace yourself for the three laps and you have 
another 8 mile run afterwards. 
Try and take in 300-450 calories on the bike from drinks and food. Bars gels and carbo or 
electrolyte drinks whatever you are used to. It will be cold so choose bars that do not go solid in 
cold temperatures. 
On the first of 3 climbs look where you are going, avoid slow rough surfaces this can really knock 
your speed. Try and stay seated only get out of saddle before speed bumps on the climb and at the 
hairpin bends.  
Climb in one gear easier than normal and spin rather than use your strength.  
When climbing change position slightly and also sit back and push forward avoid pushing up and 
down - these muscles will be needed for 2nd run. 
If you run out of gears, get out of the saddle and flick your legs over for at least 15 revolutions to 
build up speed, any less by the time you get back in the saddle you will have lost momentum. 
 
Eat and drink on flat parts as the downhills are busy with other competitors. 
Avoid solids in first 10 minutes of bike so you can get use to providing those cycle muscles with 
blood. 
Two 500ml cycle bottles – one with carbo, one with one electrolyte. 



Fill 90% mix well then add hot water. The cold air on the bike will nicely chill your drinks OK on 
a summer’s day but not in the winter. Cold drinks will chill your teeth and you end up not 
drinking, not a good idea with an 8 mile run to complete.  
You are unable to absorb drinks until they are at body temperature so cold drinks take longer to 
absorb, 
Neoprene toe overshoes are worth their weight in gold. I use gore socks cut down put over toes of 
bike shoes and under cleats designed so I can still get feet into cycle shoes. QR also does a similar 
style. Cold feet results in flat footed running.  
Finally keep your “Head up - accidents down” to avoid other road users. 
 
Second 8 mile Run 
Consider 2-3 gels from 1 mile onwards and no later than 5 minutes before climb to the finish. 
There is usually a feed station at 2-3 miles on the long straight road, take your gel before this and 
then make sure you get 2 cups of water. 
If you have gone more than 12% slower in second run, then the first run was way too quick. 
I.e. 55 minute first run any slower than 62 minutes. 
Plan your two runs time and work out your pace before you start. 
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